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CHARACTERIZATIONS OF SOME 
CLASSES OF r-SEMIGROUPS

Young In Kwon

Abstract. The author obtains ideal-theoretical characterizations 
of the following two classes of T—semigroups; (1) regular r—semigroups;
(2) r-semigroups that are both regular and mtra-regular.

In 1981, M. K. Sen([7]) introduced the concept of F-semigroup and 
M. K. Sen and N. K Saha ([8,9]) obtained some interesting results 
S. Lajos ([5,6]) gave some characterizations of regular and/or intra
regular semigroups. In this paper we p호oved some chaxactenzations of 
F-semigroup by similar methods.

Let M and r be non-empty sets. Then M is called a V—semigroup 
if the following conditions hold :

(1) gb E 虬 and 点이3 G T for all a：,/? 6 T and C M;
(2) (aab)(3c = a(ab/3)c = aa(bj3c) for all a,byc E M and a,/3 G T.

For A, B C Af, let ATB = {ayb\a E A.b E B,7 E T}.

Example. Let M be the set of all integers of the form 4n+l where 
n is an integer and let r be 나le set of all integers of 난le form 4n + 3. 
If aab is a +a + b and 点이3 is a +a + (usual sum of 나le integers) for 
all a^b E M and a^/3 G T, 나len Af is a「-semigroup.

Definition 1 [8,9]. An element a of a F-semigroup M is called 
regular if a E aTMTa. A F-semigroup M is called regular if eve호y 
element of M is regular .
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Definition 2. A F-subsemigroup T is called intra-regular if, for all 
a 6 T, there exist xyy eT such that a € xroTaTy.

Definition 3 [8,9]. Let Af bea F-semigroup . A non-empty subset 
B of Af is said to be a「subsemigroiip of M if BVB 으 B.

Definition 4. Let Af be a「semigroup. A nonempty subset I of 
M is said to be right (left) ideal of M if IVM C I{MVI C I).

If I is both a right ideal and a left ideal then we say that I is an 
ideal of M.

Definition 5. A non-empty subset Q of the F-semigroup M is 
called a quasi-ideal of M if QVM A MVQ 으 Q. 一

Every left (resp. right) ideal is a quasi-ideal Also every ideal is a 
quasi-ideal.

Definition 6. Let B be a non-empty subset of a r—semigroup M, 
The set B is called a bi-ideal of M if BVMVB Q B

Every quasi-ideal is a bi-ideal.

First we give a new characterization of regular「-semigroups.

Theorem 7. A T-semigroup M is regular if and only if the inclusion

(1) B C /「1 乙 으 BVIVL

holds for every bi-ideal B)every left ideal L, and every twosided ideal 
I of M, provided that the intersection B H I ClL is non-empty.

Proof. Let Af be a F-semigroup and let a be an element of BP In L, 
where B is a bi-ideal, L is a left ideal, and I is a two-sided ideal of M. 
Then there exists an element x in M such that

a = ayxfia
= a”Y 찌」切丫아lq、)

= ayx fiayx jia
= (q* 四)了(찌以z)7(:卬 a)
e BrirL

for some 7,/i in r. Hence the condition (1) holds.
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Conversely, if M is a F-semigroup with property (1), then we get

(2) H C M「4 으 RTMVL C RVL

for every left ideal L and every right ideal R of M. Therefore M is 
regular, indeed.

Theorem 8. A T-semigroup M is both regular and intra-regular if 
and only if the inclusion

(3) BHLQ BYLTB

holds for every bi-ideal B and every left ideal L of M with B A L 7^ 0

Proof. Let M be a regular and intra-regular F-semigroup. Then for 
every element a of M there exist elements C M such that

(4) a = ayx^a = y6a/3ai/z

for some 7, /1,祝 0 and z/ e T.
If a G B A L, where B is a bi-ideal, L is a left ideal of M, we have 

elements x, y^z in M such that

(5) a = = ayx^ayx^ia)
=a广yx ]火3)

= 아丄 (x 网 0 (au zq:히丄 a)
E BYLTB.

Conversely, if Af is a F-semigroup with property (3), then (3) implies

(6) LHRQ RVLTR C LVR

for every left ideal L and every right ideal R of M. By Theorem 2 in
[5], M is intra-regular. In this case of E = M, the inclusion (3) implies

(7) B C BVMVB

for every bi-ideal B of M. Hence we get B = BFAfFB, and thus M is 
a regular F-semigroup (cf. [5], Theorem 1).
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Theorem 9. For a r~semigroup M the following conditions are 
pairwise equivalent:

(1) M is regular and intra-regular.
(2) For every bi-ideal B and every left ideal L of M,

BnLC BYLTB.

(3) For every bi-ideal B and every right ideal R of Af,

BQRC BYRTB.

(4) For every left ideal L and every quasi-ideal Q of M)

LQQC QTLrQ.

(5) For every right ideal R and every quasi-ideal Q of M,

qqrq QrurQ.

(6) For every bi-ideal B and every quasi-ideal Q of M,

BQQC BVQVB,

(7) For every bi-ideal B and every quasi-ideal Q of M,

B 0 Q 으 QTBTQ

The Proof of this result is similar to that of Theorem 8, and we omit 
it.

Remark. It is easy to see Theorem 7 remain true with generalized 
bi-ideal or quasi-ideal instead of bi-ideal.
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